BKH Healthcare: The Dragon’s Den of Dentistry

Looking for a partner to make your dental practice dreams come true? Make a pitch to BKH Healthcare, the ‘Dragon’s Den’ of dentistry, and find out how the dental corporate can help you to open up a brand new practice or really transform an existing one.

If you have the ambition, drive and enthusiasm to make your plans a reality, BKH Healthcare is the place for you every step of the way.

With BKH Healthcare, you can focus on what you do best – clinical dentistry – and the BKH team will do the rest, to the highest possible standard. From marketing to management to training and beyond, you have a range of expertise at your fingertips to create the practice of your dreams.

BKH Healthcare: getting practices off the ground.

For more information about BKH please call 0161 820 5466 or email al@bkh.co.uk or visit www.bkh.co.uk

Wireless Freedom With The RVG 6500 Sensor

Enjoy high quality intraoral images on the move with the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor from Carestream Dental, the leading provider of premium quality imaging systems and practice management solutions. The sensor delivers best-in-class images and is practical, portable and easy to use. Available in several different sizes, the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor supports the examination and diagnostic needs of any practice. Proven Wi-Fi technology, along with compact design and complete set of holders, allow the sensor to be used quickly and conveniently throughout a multi-chair practice. Suitable for practices using Windows or OSX operating systems, the sensor is also compatible with the iPhone and iPod Touch platforms, transforming them into fully functional communication and review tools. The RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor takes image portability to the next level, for easy access to premium quality images anytime, anywhere. Simple to integrate into any practice, the sensor allows dentists to acquire, store, view and share images effortlessly.

For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9902 or visit www.carestreamedental.com

Local rules for local PCTs mean care is needed when designing Local Decontamination Units

Regional differences in the implementation of HTM01-05 guidelines make it vital for dentists to seek expert advice when redesigning their practices, says Roger Gullidge of Roger Gullidge Design.

“At the heart of the issue is that HTM01-05 is written. Like many official and bureaucratic documents, it is complicated and difficult to understand. Dentists have interpreted passages of the document in different ways and enforced it accordingly,” says Roger Gullidge Design.

Factors such as ventilation within decontamination units can be especially complicated. Taking advice from local PCTs and expert equipment suppliers is essential when designing the layout of the units, he adds.

“All guidelines are put in place to protect patients,” says Roger Gullidge. “The process of achieving that protection can be far smoother if you use expert advice at the right time.” Roger Gullidge Design is a specialist design and production management consultancy specializing in the dental sector. Call 01780 784442 for more details or visit www.rogergullidge design.com

Totaly Unique Dental Nursing Education from Smile-on

As one of the worldwide leading providers of online dental education, Smile-on has collaborated with Tempdent to bring you the ‘Innovative Dental Nursing Education Zone’ – an online community that provides everything you need throughout your dental nursing career. It provides access to a variety of services from job vacancies to CPD courses and discussion forums, and qualifications available include the only UK online course for a Diploma in Dental Nursing (INBN), and the Dental Nursing NVQ & Advanced Apprenticeship. Using the latest technology, the courses utilise a combination of webinars, e-learning modules and both face-to-face and online support and assessment from tutors, and allows you to follow your progress throughout. The INBN course culminates in a formal examination, open to all practitioners and a successful examination will earn you up to 180 credit points. For more information about Smile-on’s Dental Nursing Education Zone, please call 020 7400 8989 or email info@smile-on.com
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Drill-free dentistry introduced in Colchester

National firm Dentist Direct has launched its first new office style practice which aims to stamp out fear of drilling and injections among dental patients.

Dentist Direct’s first practice now has officially opened in Colchester, with Principal Dr Neel Sanghavi, allowing patients to be treated with revolutionary laser technology which can be used instead of drills and needles for almost any dental procedure and which – in most cases – is completely painless.

This technology, known as the Waterlase Plus works by focusing laser energy with a gentle stream of water, reducing pain, anxiety and trauma for patients and instead creating a more comfortable experience with less risk of complications. Principal dentist Dr Neel Sanghavi said: “I think it’s a brilliant concept for dentists like myself who want to grow their clinical skills and concentrate on caring for their patients rather than spending time worrying about the business and compliance side of things.”

For more information please call Robin@Whitby or Emily@HarveyandHugo.com on 01325 486666 or email harveyandhugo@robinwhitby.com

CS Back Office Software: It’s The Business

CS Back Office software from Carestream Dental is a must-have suite of business tools for intelligent practice management to maximise income and profit. Delivering all business-related information to your fingertips, CS Back Office puts you in the driving seat.

The software comprises all the tools you need, and is easy to use. Whether you need support in practice design, staff recruitment or patient communications, the software is designed to help you deal with all your day-to-day running costs, including: • Accounting: for all your financial duties. • Inventory: for petty cash transactions and payments. • Reporting: documentation is automatically generated to keep track of business performance. • Business-related information to your fingertips.

CS Back Office gives dental practices an intuitive way of managing their business.

As one of the worldwide leading providers of online dental education, Smile-on...
Spry Toothpaste with xylitol – for excellent caries prevention

Help keep dental caries at bay with Spry Toothpaste – a highly effective dentifrice rich in all-natural xylitol.

Xylitol is a naturally occurring sweetener that is proven to be a powerful tool in the fight against tooth decay. Thanks to its unique chemical composition, xylitol is unfavourable to the metabolism of plaque bacteria, reducing their ability to proliferate and adhere. This makes xylitol an excellent tool in the fight against dental caries.

Available in a range of flavours including: peppermint, pepermint and a range of exotic and fruit-flavoured. Spry Toothpastes (with xylitol) are a great addition to any oral hygiene regime, and will help your patients enjoy a healthier smile, fresher breath, and a cleaner mouth.

For further information please contact Anyone 4 Tea Ltd on 01428 652131, Or visit www.anyone4tea.com

EndoCare – committed to Endodontics, dedicated to care

All EndoCare, were dedicated to treating dental pain in all its forms. Our team of Specialist Endodontists are all experts in their field and we are fully committed to providing outstanding levels of care and very patient friendly service.

At EndoCare we particularly excel in treating anxious or nervous patients, and will tailor our care to suit your patients every step of the way. You can trust our level of expertise in the field of root canal treatment and dental pain, as we are more than happy to take referrals for challenging issues such as hot pulp, re-treatment, and remedial work. In all cases, referring practice can be assured our primary considerations are always for patient’s wellbeing, and whenever possible, the preservation of the original tooth.

To learn more about how we can become an important extra member of your dental team, contact EndoCare today!

For further information please call EndoCare on 0208 7224 0509 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Powerfloss meets the growing demand for irrigation

Portable, battery free and cost-effective, Powerfloss portable irrigators grow.

The Powerfloss system is fully committed to providing subjective pain relief to patients. The technology is now recognized as an essential part of your hygiene regime, especially for patients who have implants or crowns, for example," says Powerfloss inventor Dr Roy Sennett, who jointly developed the product with engineer Bernard Sinclair. "It gets into areas where normal water and dental pulsars can’t. "The Powerfloss directs water at high pressure in single spurts, giving excellent control to users who need it to clean under bridges, braces and other devices they could not reach with conventional flossing.

Powerfloss by a pump that is primed manually, the Powerfloss requires no battery or other power source. It consists of a removable reservoir component and a nozzle that can be stored inside the reservoir to make it easier to carry or pack.

The Powerfloss is available now with a recommended retail price of £14.99.

Xylitol is a naturally occurring sweetener that is proven to be a powerful tool in the fight against tooth decay. Thanks to its unique chemical composition, xylitol is unfavourable to the metabolism of plaque bacteria, reducing their ability to proliferate and adhere. This makes xylitol an excellent tool in the fight against dental caries.

Available in a range of flavours including: peppermint, pepermint and a range of exotic and fruit-flavoured. Spry Toothpastes (with xylitol) are a great addition to any oral hygiene regime, and will help your patients enjoy a healthier smile, fresher breath, and a cleaner mouth.
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